Touch (Senses)

This book is part of a series that looks into the senses, introducing young readers to the science
of how we perceive and feel things, the importance of our senses and the advantages and
disadvantages of being without one of our senses. It concentrates on the function of our sense
of touch and shows how our body can feel explaining the role that our nerves and brain play.
By learning through games and experiments the young child explores in an entertaining way
his or her sense of touch.
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Our sense of touch is controlled by a huge network of nerve endings and touch receptors in the
skin known as the somatosensory system. This system is responsible for all the sensations we
feel â€“ cold, hot, smooth, rough, pressure, tickle, itch, pain, vibrations, and more. The tactile
organs are simple receptors connected by nerve axons. The receptors sense pressure on the
skin, and that is how you can feel touch. Other areas, such as the back or the soles of the feet,
have a lower density of tactile receptors and are less sensitive to touch. Touch provides a
simplified view of sensory endings in the skin. Real skin has a lot moreâ€”including endings
that detect burning pain, freezing pain, itch.
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Touch[edit] The touch sense of itching caused by insect bites or allergies involves special
itch-specific neurons in the skin and spinal.
The sense of touch is said to have three different qualities: pressure, touch and vibration.
The fifth sense, touch, is actually one of several that operate through the peripheral, spinal,
and cranial nerves of the somatosensory system: others are. Using your sense of touch allows
you to tell if something is hot or cold, dull or sharp, rough or smooth, wet or dry. Skin is
packed with many sense receptors. Your skin gives you the sense of touch through the myriad
nerve endings all over your body. Touch is the first of the five senses to develop in a huma.
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Finally we got the Touch (Senses) file. Thank you to Adam Ramirez who share me a
downloadable file of Touch (Senses) for free. we know many reader find this book, so I want
to share to every readers of our site. Well, stop to find to other blog, only in sfaranda.com you
will get copy of pdf Touch (Senses) for full version. Visitor should contact us if you got
problem on downloading Touch (Senses) book, visitor can telegram us for more information.
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